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Morena Fuller, Woodbridge, VA | Interested in Therapy |
Sponsor: Membership
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If you are interested in
becoming a committee
chair -- please let any
board member know.
If you are interested in
volunteering for a
committee -- please
contact committee chair.

COMMITTE CHAIRS AND CLUB REPRESENTATIVES

Awards - Lisa Lathrop
Brown Bag - Vacant
Education - Elizabeth McCully
Historian - Kathy Paxton
FaceBook - Paula McPherson and Michelle Blumhagen
Legislative Affairs - Lisa Lathrop
Membership - Paula McPherson
membershipcnc@gmail.com
Membership Broadcasting - Paula McPherson |
broadcastcnc@gmail.com
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Working Dog - Melanie Tipton
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Volunteer
Needed...

BEAR FARE

EDITOR

Looking for a volunteer position where you can
put your design & creative skills to work?
Look no further!
CNC is in search of a new Editor of Bear Fare this January
2023. What are the roles and responsibilities of a
newsletter editor? Pulling together content
(events/articles, board meeting minutes, announcements,
etc.) and photos submitted to the editor.
The editor is also responsible for newsletter layout,
proof-reading, deadline reminder notifications,
managing member email list, and e-newsletter distribution
to club members. Bear Fare is published four (4) times a
year (spring, summer, fall, and winter).
Editor of Bear Fare is a great way/opportunity to stay
connected with members, news, and events.Interested?

Add a little bit of body text

Contact CNC President, Dwight4 Gorsuch
(bearnmindnewfs@gmail.com) directly with interest.

A Message from the
CNC President!
Colonial Newfoundland Club
members,
While YOU may not look
forward to the end of summer,
I know your Newfy is
enjoying the cool fall
temperatures. Regardless of
the season, indoors or out, we have many CNC
club activities planned for you and your dog. I
hope I will see you at one of these upcoming
events.
To stay current with your club’s calendar, please
visit our new website – www.cncnewfs.com
Thanks to Michelle Blumhagen and her
committee, you may now access our totally new
website by phone, tablet, PC or Mac. Did you
like this year’s online membership renewal?
Have you visited www.cncnewfs.com using
your phone? It’s very slick!
What’s coming up this fall? CNC’s Draft Test,
November 18-20, another Christmas Tree pull at
Bees and Trees—November 26 and our CNC
Annual meeting on December 10.
Please watch for the latest details on the CNC
Annual Meeting planned in conjunction with the
Holidays in Leesburg Christmas Parade. We
will meet on Saturday, December 10 for a short,
fun face to face meeting at The Branch in
Leesburg. The Branch is a bowling alley and
meeting area where we can take our dogs and
socialize prior to line up for the Saturday
evening parade. Please stay tuned to
www.cncnewfs.com and CNC Facebook page
for more information.
Looking forward to early 2023, plans are
developing now for a hands-on Confirmation
Handling workshop instructed by Greg Strong.
For the beginner to advanced dog show handling
techniques, this will be a great opportunity to

gain experience from Greg, one of the best
professional handlers in our area.
In February we will kick off the 2023 version of
the Colonial Working Dog Skills Series. Please
stay tuned for details.
One of our goals for 2022 was to create more
fun times together, enjoying our dogs and each
other’s company. I hope we made progress in
that area—we intend to continue into 2023.
This is your club so let ME know what you’d
like to see, do, learn—what’s important to you
and your Newfoundland? My email is
BearNMindNewfs@gmail.com – I’d love to hear
from you!
Thank you for being a Colonial Newfoundland
Club member! Hug your dog for me.
Dwight

CNC Board Zoom Meeting
Minutes for August/September
2022
August 17, 2022 | Board of Directors Meeting |
Meeting Called to order at 7:30 pm
Present: Dwight Gorsuch (DG), Rose Miller
(RM), Paul Katinas (PK), Brenda McKeel
(BMK), Terry Mahon (TM), Bennett Alford
(BA), Fran Miller (FM), Don Sharkey (DS)
Absent: Liz McCully
Guests: Lisa Lathrop (LL), Donna McConn
(DMC), Kathy Paxton (KP), Paula McPherson
(PMP), Melanie Tipton-Fortney (MTF),
Michelle Blumhagen (MB), Michele Miller
(MM)
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President Dwight Gorsuch opened the meeting
at 7:30 pm.
OFFICER REPORTS
President – Dwight Gorsuch -- Included in the
agenda
Recording Secretary – Terry Mahon
Minutes from CNC BOD meeting, July 2022
submitted to the board.
Motion made (FM) to accept the July 2022
meeting minutes as presented. Seconded (BA).
No objections. Motion passed.

are old and or have orthopedic issues. Adoptions
are very slow. The calendar contest started this
week.
CNC/CNR Combined Fall Picnic — 2022
CNC
Chair Michelle Cross; at Quiet Waters Park in
Annapolis on October 1, 2022.
DMC updated the board on the 2 catering
options:
Both include enough for 100 people. It’s easier
to charge for lunch and then we can have a head
count. Consider charging everyone $5 per
person or $10 for a family.
•

Option #1: Have all of the food
purchased. Food includes pulled pork,
pulled chicken, buns, baked beans,
coleslaw and mac and cheese. Also
includes plates, napkins, etc. Drinks are
not included, and we typically spend
about $100 on them. We could ask
people to bring dessert. $1583.64 for
this option.

•

Option #2: Only purchase the
pulled pork and chicken and buns. We
would have to provide plates, napkins,
etc. and drinks. Add on $150 for
this. Would ask everyone to bring a side
dish. $823.83 for this option.
Donna recommended catering option #1
as the way to go. It saves someone from
having to cook at a grill on site and
purchasing so many supplies. KP
recommended charging $5 per adult and
kids under 15 are free. Ordering can be
on the rescue website since they already
have a PayPal account. We will have
CGC testing. DMC will check with the
caterer regarding a cancelation policy.
We need to put a deposit and CNC will
pay that.

Treasurer Report – Paul Katinas
Treasurer’s Report for July submitted to the
board.
• Net Receipts and Disbursements:
$360.15
• Cash Balance on July 30, 2022:
$39,910.27
Any CNC member may see an itemized report
for this time period by sending a request to
CNC's Treasurer.
Income from the water workshop will be on the
next month’s (August) Treasurer’s Report.
Motion made (TM) to approve the expenditures
over one hundred dollars ($100). Seconded
(RM). No objections. Motion passed
Motion made to accept the July Treasurer’s
Report as presented (TM). Seconded (DS). No
objections. Motion passed.
Corresponding Secretary Report – Brenda
McKeel -- No report.
COMMITTEE AND EVENT REPORTS
CNR Rescue Update: Donna McConn
DMC reported that 8 dogs are in rescue. Most

FM made a motion that Michelle Cross with help
from Donna McConn proceed with option #1 for
the fall picnic. Motion seconded (BA). No
objections; motion carried.
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The CNR Treasurer will send the income from
picnic minus PayPal fees to PK.
Dwight thanked Donna for all her help on the
picnic.
CNC Website Committee: Michelle Blumhagen
Proposal received from Andrew Persaud (AE2)
for web support (attached to the agenda).
At the last meeting, we agreed to get together
with Andrew Persaud to discuss the work scope
for a contract which would include use of
Cognito forms. During our meeting on August
4th, (Andrew Persaud, Paul Katinas, Paula
McPherson, Michelle Blumhagen) Paul
expressed concern about the Stripe payment
mechanism and asked that everything be referred
to the Board.

Annual Meeting: Update from Mandy Waters:
The original space that we had used in the past is
no longer available to us at the restaurant. They
can only offer us a different patio that is too
small and are asking for an order commitment of
$1,500 to book the area.
Jess checked a few other places and had no luck.
Dave Rothschild has a few places he was
checking into and will let us know if he has any
luck.
Brad Cole is checking on the Best Western in
Leesburg. They have hosted dog events in the
past.
Mandy will do a flyer for the parade without
mentioning about anything taking place
afterwards; she can always update if needed.

Andrew would create Cognito forms for
registration for working dog workshops (water
and draft), membership application, and
membership renewal. The issue is that when the
Treasurer receives the information from Stripe,
he can see the amount of money but not who the
money is from. Each Cognito form created has a
form id, and this can be seen on Stripe, so we
would know which activity the money should go
to. How much information the Treasurer needs
to see was discussed. The membership chair
would have all the information from the renewals
and applications. The Working Dog chair would
see all the information from workshop
registrations. Spreadsheets could be created
from the Cognito forms with all the information.
Donations on the membership renewal form
were discussed, and a separate click to donate
would be needed. We need the renewal form by
September 1.

Awards – Lisa Lathrop, Chair.
No awards were given for November and
December of 2018, and all of 2019, 2020, and
2021.

The board agreed that the treasurer does not need
to know the individual that paid, just what fund
the money should go to.

Christmas Tree Pulls 2022

DG asked MB to ask Andrew to refine what the
cost would be. Then DG will do a roll call vote
for the board to approve.

LL sent potential award items to the board. PMP
reported that Meredith Lynes said 25 – 30
awards were given each year for the last 3 – 4
years. Price per award was discussed. KP
suggested an award with the dog’s name and all
titles and dates, rather than a separate award for
each title. KP has a catalog and will send to LL.
We will try to finalize a budget at our next
meeting.
Bear Fare – Brenda McKeel. The deadline for
the next issue of the Bear Fare Newsletter is
October 31, 2022. Please email submissions for
upcoming events to: bearfare@gmail.com.

Education – Elizabeth (Liz) McCully
NCA Working Dog Committee just beginning
the process to make training videos available to
regional clubs and NCA members. Has CNC
heard anything from the NCA on these videos?
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Facebook (Colonial Newfoundland Club) –
Paula McPherson/Brad Cole/Chuck Basham
Finance – Rose Miller (ways of generating
revenue)
Greg Strong Seminar update: Greg offered two
dates for the seminar – 3rd or 4th weekend in
October. These conflict with other CNC events
and don’t leave us with a lot of time to advertise.
RM would like to start advertising now with the
date TBA. RM made a motion that she be
allowed to create flyers to post at dog shows to
get immediate interest in the seminar. Seconded
(TM). No objections; motion carried.
RM will ask Greg Strong for more available
dates. KP will check with Walkersville re the
building that is open year-round and has
bathrooms.
CNC Insurance – Lisa Lathrop:
lathrop6@hotmail.com
Membership – Paula McPherson
The renewal form should be up on the website
by next week at the latest. It will be in the
“Members Only” sections. Once that is up, I
will send out the email to let membership know
it’s time to renew – along with the password for
that section of the site! On September 1 the
updated application with new dues amounts will
be put on the site also. Updated Renewal form
almost ready to go live on site.

New Members for Preliminary Approval:
Danielle & Jonathan Houck, Bethesda,
MD | Interested in: Water Work | Sponsor:
Don Sharkey
Patricia Balodis, Baltimore, MD |
Interested in: Water, Draft, Rescue | Sponsor:
Michele Miller
Paul & Megumi Bates, Yorktown, VA
Sponsor: Membership
Motion made (TM) to move the Board grant
preliminary approval to the three (3) new family
members presented to the Board by membership.
Seconded (FM). No objections. Motion passed.
I (TM) move to publish their names in the next
issue of Bear Fare. Members opposing any new
applicant have 30 days to object in writing to the
membership chair. If there is no objection, the
applicant(s) automatically becomes a member.
Seconded (BMK). No objections. Motion
passed.
Membership Broadcasting – Paula McPherson
Please email: broadcastcnc@gmail.com if you
would like to send out any information or
updates to the club members.
Newfs on the Mall: PK made a motion that we
have the Mall Walk on October 29th. Seconded
(BMK). No objections; motion passed.

New directory, spreadsheet, and breakdown for
the treasurer is currently being built to be ready
when renewals start coming in so we can keep
track of everything. All will be ready by renewal
period.

Nomination Committee: Work completed for
2022

The new member application fee ($15) was
discussed last month. We no longer mail the
directory and Bear Fare. Since everything is
usually done online, the fee is not needed. TM
made a motion that we eliminate the application
fee; seconded (RM). No objections; motion
passed.

Specialties Committee 2022-2023
KP reported that the premium list for the Triple
Crown will be out August 24, 2022.

Member Development Committee – Elizabeth
(Liz) McCully

NCA Representative – Paul Katinas
Working Dog – Melanie Tipton-Fortney
reported on the Water Workshop and Water Test.
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The Water Workshop had 24 entrants for two
full days. Feedback was positive and we were
able to post a profit.

(TM – the link to the latest edition of the NCA
Working Dog News and the link to subscribe to
it are on the CNC website under Working Dogs)

The Water Test is August 26-28, entries closed
August 5th. There have been a lot of pulls.

Next scheduled Board Meeting – Sept. 21,
2022

Entries: Friday – 11, Saturday – 13, Sunday –
11. Judge, Pam Saunders asked us to find
another judge since flights were so expensive.
Bethany Karger will judge along with Linda
Dunn. Scott Rainey is doing a great job as chair.

Bennett shared a happy announcement: Huey,
the first recipient of the OAR fund is now ten
years old. The OAR fund was set up in memory
of the Alford’s Newf Otis. Huey had a bilateral
cruciate repair thanks to the OAR fund.

CNC Draft Test: Elizabeth McCully &
Michele Miller chairs.

Adjournment

November 18-20, Gunston Hall, Lorton, VA.

Motion made (RM) to adjourn the meeting at
9:15 pm. Seconded (BMK). No objections.
Motion passed.

CNC BOD -- think about new Working Dog
Chair for 2023 �
OLD BUSINESS
Secondary Water Test/Training sites:
Paul Katinas suggested a training site in
Centreville, MD that the Porti club uses. Add to
the list of potential sites to check out.
Smithfield, VA—Donna Foy. Rocky Gap and
Cascade Lake in MD. Lake Anna—Fran Miller.
Restart research in September 2022.
NEW BUSINESS
NCA Working Dog News - quarterly newsletter
emailed to NCA members.
How is CNC transmitting this info to CNC
members?
Does CNC receive this as a club? Is it on our
website or do we forward to members? PMP
noted that no one has sent it to her to send as a
broadcast email to members. The link to the
NCA website is on the CNC website.

September 21, 2022 | Board of Directors
Meeting | Meeting Called to order at 7:30 pm
Present: Dwight Gorsuch (DG), Rose Miller
(RM), Paul Katinas (PK), Brenda McKeel
(BMK), Terry Mahon (TM), Bennett Alford
(BA), Elizabeth McCully (EMC), Fran Miller
(FM), Don Sharkey (DS)
Guests: Donna McConn (DMC), Michele
Miller (MM), Paula McPherson (PMP), Lisa
Lathrop (LL), Michelle Blumhagen (MB)
President: Dwight Gorsuch opened the meeting
at 7:30 pm.
OFFICER REPORTS
President: Dwight Gorsuch - Included in the
agenda
Recording Secretary: Terry Mahon
Minutes submitted from CNC regular BOD
meeting, August 2022.
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Motion made (RM) to accept the August 2022
meeting minutes as presented. Seconded (PK).
No objections. Motion passed.
Treasurer Report: Paul Katinas
Treasurer’s Report for August submitted to the
board.
•
•

Net Receipts and Disbursements: $
2791.79
Cash Balance on 8/31/2022:
$42,702.06

flyer; the deadline to sign up is this Sunday. We
have 3 days before the picnic to adjust the head
count with the caterer and get reimbursed.
People register on the CNR website and pay with
PayPal; CNR will send a check to PK.
We will have a CGC evaluator; the cost to be
tested is $20, and the evaluator is donating the
money to rescue. DMC will send out info about
the CGC test with the flyer. Most CNR board
members are planning to attend; and DMC asked
CNC board members to try to attend.
CNC Website Committee: Michelle Blumhagen

Any CNC member may see itemized report for
this time period by sending a request to CNC's
Treasurer.
Motion made (TM) to approve the expenditures
over one hundred dollars ($100). Seconded
(BA). No objections. Motion passed.
Motion made to accept the August Treasurer’s
Report as presented (TM). Seconded (BA). No
objections. Motion passed.
Corresponding Secretary Report: Brenda
McKeel; no report.
COMMITTEE AND EVENT REPORTS
CNR Rescue: Donna McConn
DMC reported that there are 9 dogs in Rescue; 1
more is coming in next week; 1 was adopted last
week. Most of the dogs are older and have
issues. They are getting applications and doing
home visits.
The calendar contest finished last week, and
calendars are on sale on the website.
CNC/CNR Combined Fall Picnic:
CNC is in charge of the fall picnic. Michelle
Cross – Chair. Quiet Waters Park near
Annapolis; October 1. DMC reported that 60
people have signed up. She will send 1 more

Newly created forms are performing as needed.
The Members Only page on the website is very
busy. Annual renewals via website are going
well. Andrew is working on the donation form,
and he will be at the picnic.
Annual Meeting and Parades:
DG contacted Dave Rothchild for ideas and
options for an annual meeting around the
parades.
Old Towne Alexandria Christmas parade: First
Saturday in December, December 3, 2022, 11
AM parade start time, approximately 1 mile walk
to beginning of parade route and 1 mile parade
length. No restaurants near the end of parade to
have lunch and hold a meeting unless we’re
willing to pay a large guarantee. There are more
restaurant options 5-6 mile drive that Dave could
explore. We are registered for this parade ($75
fee). CNR will send a flyer.
Leesburg Christmas parade: Dec 10,
2nd Saturday, Evening parade starting at 6
PM. Donnor’s and a bowling alley with good
food that would allow dogs - both close to the
parade. In Leesburg we’d need to have our FTF
meeting in the afternoon before the parade.
There is no cost for this parade, no sign-up sheet
out yet. EMC will check on the Best Western in
Leesburg as a possibility for the annual meeting.
Annual Meeting by Zoom – this could be at any
time and would not have to include a parade or
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meal. We have not had a face-to-face meeting
for a few years.

DG suggested we discuss ways for CNC to
educate members on first response to bloat.

CNR will participate in both parades.

Is it just recognition and speed to the emergency
vet? Or are there additional steps owners should
take if they suspect bloat? How can CNC
provide that education?

Awards: Lisa Lathrop
No awards were given for November and
December of 2018, and all of 2019, 2020, and
2021.
LL sent a potential award item to the board. This
is the same medallion that was given at the last
Draft Test. Price per award was discussed. A
Newf would be on the front; printing could be
done on the back of the medallion or on the
ribbon. DG will send a photo to LL of the
medallion he has from the test.
Bear Fare: Brenda McKeel
The deadline for the next issue of the Bear Fare
Newsletter is October 31, 2022. Please email
submissions for upcoming events to:
bearfare@gmail.com. BMK’s primary email
address is mckeel1117@comcast.net
Brenda asked to resign as BF Editor effective
December 31, 2022. We need a replacement
editor; Brenda would be glad to mentor our new
editor when found. BMK asked DG to send an
article, and PK to send an article on the Newf
Mall Walk.
Newfs on the Mall: Paul Katinas
October 29th – Posted on CNC Website
Flyer from PK. Paul plans to donate lunch, and
anyone that wants to can make a donation to the
club’s general fund.

EMC commented on the Virtual Bloat Seminar
put on by SENC. She has contacted the vet and
will get back to us. We discussed using a bloat
kit, tacking the stomach to prevent torsion, and
emergency clinics. EM will do something at the
picnic – review the magnet. Several vets are
NCA members, and we can contact them for
their advice.
Facebook (Colonial Newfoundland Club):
Paula McPherson/Brad Cole/Chuck Basham
Finance: Rose Miller (ways of generating
revenue)
Greg Strong Seminar update: Need date and
location for seminar; will probably be in
January; Kathy Paxton to check on another
building at Walkersville that has indoor
bathrooms.
RM is announcing to clubs and individuals; there
is interest. She will be posting flyers at shows.
Anyone going to a show can contact RM for
flyers.
CNC Insurance: Lisa Lathrop:
lathrop6@hotmail.com
DG will ask LL to make a recommendation to
the board.

Christmas Tree Pulls: 2022
Membership: Paula McPherson
Bees and Trees Farm would like for CNC to
return for Xmas tree pull on Saturday Nov 26
(Thanksgiving weekend). Christie Smith is in
charge. DG will contact Christie to get
information to MB for the website. PMP
reported that they won’t have any pulls in the
south.
Education: Elizabeth (Liz) McCully

New Members for preliminary approval:
Robert & Susan Guillotte, Jamaica,
VA | Sponsor: Membership
Carmen Roques, Clinton, NJ
Interested in: Breed Ring, Water, Draft
Sponsor: Michele Miller
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Morena Fuller, Woodbridge, VA
Interested in Therapy | Sponsor:
Membership
Motion made (TM) to move the Board grant
preliminary approval to the three (3) new
members presented to the Board by membership.
Seconded (EMC). No objections. Motion
passed.
I (TM) move to publish their names in the next
issue of Bear Fare. Members opposing any new
applicant have 30 days to object in writing to the
membership chair. If there is no objection, the
applicant(s) automatically becomes a member.
Seconded (EMC). No objections. Motion
passed.
PMP reported that renewal stands at about 50%
of memberships renewed as of Tuesday (20
Sept). This is above where we have been for the
past few years at this time of the month. I have
had a few people contact me that they didn’t
receive a receipt that they were renewed and
were concerned it had not completed the
transaction. MB noted that Cognito does not
send a receipt or a response; and payment is
confirmed through Stripe. PMP will be sending
out another renewal reminder this week and will
also send an email to those that ARE renewed so
they know that I have received it. So far under
10 mailed renewals so a lot less to keep up with
at my mailbox and few checks to forward to the
treasurer.

Member Development Committee: Elizabeth
(Liz) McCully
DG and Membership Chair PMP thanked EMC
for reaching out to new members.
Specialties Committee 2022-2023: Kathy
Paxton and Don Sharkey
Triple Crown:
DS reported that the show is on track; we have a
food vendor for all 3 days; Mr. Mover is Friday
night with pizza supplied by NEWC.
NCA Representative: Paul Katinas
No report.
Working Dog:
Melanie Tipton-Fortney
Melanie will resign at the end of the year, and we
will have to find a replacement. DG thanked
Melanie for doing a great job.
Water Test:
Scott Rainey, Melanie Tipton-Fortney, Dru
Kappe, Christie Smith, Elizabeth McCully,
Michele Miller (and more) Fantastic job at CNC
Water Test.
CNC Donation to Codorus:
A donation to Codorus State Park was discussed.
PK made a motion to donate to Codorus;
seconded BMK. No objections; motion passed.
Ideas were discussed, and EMC volunteered to
ask the park employees what they need.

Membership Broadcasting: Paula McPherson
Draft Workshop: Christie Smith
Please email: broadcastcnc@gmail.com if you
would like to send out any information or
updates to the club members.
Nomination Committee:
No additional nominations were sent to the
Recording Secretary from the membership.
Deadline was yesterday, September 20.
According to the By Laws – The Nominating
Committee’s slate shall be declared elected at the
time of the Annual Meeting, and no balloting
will be required.

Sunday, Oct 16 at Pole Green Park,
Mechanicsville, VA.
CNC Draft Test, The Great Gunston Hall
Haul: Elizabeth McCully & Michele Miller
chairs.
November 18-20, Gunston Hall, Lorton, VA
MM reported that the premium is almost ready;
the committee is meeting on site this weekend;
entries open the October 7th for NCA members.
The merchandise store is open; they used a new
12

company, and the items look nice. There is a
link to the store on the CNC website.
(http://www.cncworkingdogstore.decoapparel.com/ )
OLD BUSINESS
Alternate Water Sites:
We need to keep looking for alternate sites for
water work and tests:
•

Camp Pecometh – Centreville, MD; this
is a church/ boy scout camp that the
Porties have used; DG contacted them,
long shot, too expensive.

•

Smithfield, VA – this is where Donna
Foy and her group practice. PMP will
ask DF to ask the owner. They have had
barn hunts and herding events here.
Have to use porta potties.

•

Wakefield, VA - Airfield Park – PMP has
tried to check on this – they have 4H
shows, and a lake.

•
•
•

Rocky Gap - MD
Cascade Lake - MD
Lake Anna – VA - Fran Miller

NEW BUSINESS

Action Items: N/A

Next scheduled Board Meeting: October 19,
2022
Adjournment:
Motion made (EMC) to adjourn the meeting at
9:00 pm. Seconded (PK). No objections.
Motion passed. It was noted that the meeting
lasted 1 ½ hours and we finished early!!

Dogs in Cars
(Reprinted from NCA e-Notes September 2022)
Have dog, will travel – at least, that’s how it is
for most of us who own dogs. There certainly are
some dogs who do not like to ride in cars, but
they’re relatively rare; it’s much more likely
your Newfoundland puppy – and soon-to-be
Newfoundland adult – will be a road-trip
enthusiast. But that joy of travel comes with a
serious responsibility: safety.
Most veterinarians and “serious” dog people will
tell you that the “best practice” for driving with a
dog is to have the dog in a securely latched crate
that is itself secured in the vehicle. And they will
be right; that’s the very best way to safely
transport your Newfoundland (or any dog).
While any appropriately sized crate will do, there
are special “SUV” crates available that are a
couple of inches narrower than the standard
Newf sized crate width of 24”. (See now why
most serious dog people drive SUVs or
minivans? Those “small” crates suddenly
become quite large when you squeeze them into
your vehicle.) Crates ideally are secured to cargo
hooks in the floor of your SUV or to the latches
that hold down those seats you had to remove to
fit the crates in your minivan. Keeping your dog
in a secured crate ensures that neither crate nor
canine becomes a projectile in case of an
accident, and of course prevents your dog from
interfering with the driver or any passengers.
There should be an identification tag affixed to
the crate with your dog’s name and a contact
phone number, and that of course is in addition
to the tag on your dog’s collar.
But it is also, frankly, a reality that not all dogs
travel that way, and not everyone can
accommodate that ideal level of car safety. There
are other devices available to help keep your
canine traveler safe, and you should certainly
look into these. Adjustable barriers that fit right
behind the front seat of your vehicle are an
excellent way to ensure that your Newf stays
where she belongs and doesn’t interfere with
driver. Harness or restraint systems, usually used
in conjunction with your car’s seat belt, are an
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option (admittedly, they are more likely to work
with smaller breeds), and there are even restraint
systems that allow dogs limited movement in a
back seat or cargo area but will also keep them
away from the driver. None of these systems
have the safety effectiveness of crates, but they
may be better than nothing.
There are also – let’s be honest here – dogs who
are free in the car. (Never, never, never travel
with your dog in the back of an open pickup
truck; there is simply no way that
can be justified. Doing so puts
your dog at very high risk of
serious injury and death. Just
don’t do it.) The size of an adult
Newfoundland is no guarantee
that you won’t suddenly find
yourself with a front-seat
companion. The risk of
distraction for a driver is much
higher when dogs are free in the
back of the car, and the
possibility of injury increases as
well. And while there’s no
denying the appeal of the image of a dog with his
head out the open window, feeling the breeze in
his face – and most dogs certainly do seem to
love that – allowing your dog to feel that breeze
puts him at additional risk of eye injury. (Yes,
you can buy “Doggles” to cover your dog’s eyes,
but will you? And will you put in the time
necessary to get him used to them?) And having
the window down far enough for an adult Newf
to stick their head out makes it easy for them to
break the window and be injured or jump out.
The impulse to have your companion with you
on excursions beyond your own yard and
neighborhood is a strong one and comes of
course from the deep love we share with our
dogs and with our recognition of their great
delight in visiting new places and people. But
honor that love by being acutely aware of the
responsibility that comes every time you open
the car door for your dog.

Civil War Mascots
(Reprinted from
https://www.thenewfoundland.org/civilwar.html)
Massachusetts MOLLUS Collection at the Army
Military History Institute. It is of Captain
Frederick Barton and the NCO's of Co. E, 10th
Massachusetts Infantry, taken at Camp
Brightwood, Washington DC in August 1861
When Johnny Reb and Billy
Yank marched off to war,
chances are that a four-footed
or winged creature went with
them. Wartime animal
mascots demonstrated bravery
and loyalty and earned the
affections of their human
counterparts. Dogs and horses
were most commonly mascots
for regiments, but a dignified
eagle, a lumbering bear, and a
sheep also had their place in
camp and on the battlefield.
Some Civil War mascots were an inspiration for
the troops, while others were a reminder of
beloved pets at home. Mascots brought loyalty
and enthusiasm, and for soldiers, the act of
nurturing animals also offset boredom in
camp.[1]
Some accounts of Newfoundland’s serving as
mascots during the civil war include:
"A large dog called "Tony" who was a beautiful
Newfoundland Dog lovingly cared for by the
Chicago Light Artillery Battery A. He was called
the "Battery dog". Tony was a dog of action and
gave no thought to the bullets zipping all around
him. He was on the battlefields at South
Mountain and the wounded at Fort Donelson. He
saw action again at Shiloh. He never got
separated from his men so when he came up
missing at Antietam the worst was feared.
Unfortunately, he was killed and found beside
the body of W.J. Pollock, Co H. 20th New York
Infantry."[2]
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The 104th Ohio was truly a group of animal
lovers, adopting as their mascots a cat, a tame
raccoon, a white bulldog named "Old Harvey"
and a Newfoundland. [1]
"On the sixth of October, eighteen hundred and
sixty-one, as the regiment was on its way to the
seat of war, there came on board the train at
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, a large, black,
Newfoundland dog, weighing considerably
upwards of one hundred pounds. Entering the car
occupied by company H, Capt. Emerson, he was
adopted by the members of that company and
christened "Major." From that time until May
eight, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, when the
regiment was mustered out of service, he
continued a member of this company, (never but
once deigning to recognize a person belonging to
any other, and that during Banks' retreat from
Winchester when he became so crippled from
continuous travel that it was with the utmost
difficulty he could proceed,) sharing with almost
human patience and fortitude all the vicissitudes
of camp life, with as much sense of duty,
apparently, as if he had been duly enlisted and
mustered for the war." Major went on to serve
with the 29th Maine, where he was killed at the
Battle of Mansfield Landing in Louisiana. [3]
In a retelling of the incidents at Pittsburgh
Landing (also known as Shiloh) "Private John K.
Ferguson, company K, Sixty-fifth Ohio, who
was killed in the second day's battle, was
accompanied to camp by a young Newfoundland
dog, who had persistently followed him from the
time of his enlistment, and from camp to camp,
to the moment of his death. Two days after the
battle the faithful dog was found lying upon the
inanimate breast of his master; nor would he
consent to leave the spot until the remains were
buried."[4]
A history of the famous Iron Brigade, the 6th
Wisconsin relates the following from the Battle
of Antietam: " At the very farthest point of
advance on the turnpike, Captain Werner Von
Bachelle, commanding company F, was shot
dead. Captain Bachelle was an ex-officer of the
French army. Brought up as a soldier in the
Napoleonic school, he was imbued with the

doctrine of fatalism. His soldierly qualities
commanded the respect of all, and his loss was
deeply felt in the regiment. Bachelle had a fine
Newfoundland dog, which had been trained to
perform military salutes and many other
remarkable things. In camp, on he marched and
in the line of battle, this dog was his constant
companion. The dog was by his side when he
fell. Our line of men left the body when they
retreated, but the dog stayed with his dead
master, and was found upon the morning of the
19th of September lying dead upon his body. We
buried him with his master. So far as we know,
no family on earth." [5][6][7]
References:
1. Animal Mascots of the Civil War- Fort Ward Museum,
Alexandria VA
2. Company Mascots by Robert Niepert
3. Maine in the war for the Union: a history of the part
bourne by Maine
p. 254-255 By William Edward S, Whitman, Charles, Henry
True
Published 1865
4. The Civil War in Story and Song 1860-1865
p. 358 By Frank Moore
Published 1889
P. F. Collier
5. A Full Blown Yankee of the Iron Brigade: Service with the
Sixth
p. 93 By Rufus R. Dawes Contributor Alan T Nolan
Published 1999
U of Nebraska Press
6. The Men Stood Like Iron: How the Iron Brigade Won Its
Name p. 157-158 By Lance J. Herdegen
Published 1997
Indiana University Press
7. Antietam: The Soldiers' Battle
p.43 by John M. Priest
published 1989 Oxford University Press

Temperaments and
Personalities
by Ann Thibault
(Reprinted from NCA e-Notes September 2022)
My work with dogs is primarily with
Newfoundland’s. I teach classes that are geared
towards teaching owners how to work with their
dogs, use common sense and "read" their dog's
body language. Although I also teach all breed
obedience, what is unique is that I have a "Newfs
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Only" class and there are a wide variety of
breeding programs represented. It is because of
this that my husband Ron and I have been able to
view various personalities and temperaments.
Whether or not you are new to the breed, you
may have encountered some of the following
personalities.
Dog "A": Ears are flattened back and held
tightly against the head. Eyes are alert but do not
have a soft expression. When viewing this dog,
the words panic stricken come to mind. When
out in public, this dog will allow itself to be
patted or judged but gives the appearance of a
tightly coiled spring. When lying down, this dog
is never truly relaxed and is very aware of its
surroundings. At home, this dog breathes a sigh
of relief to be back in its comfort zone. This dog
can be trained and exhibited although an
experienced "eye" will pick up the subtle shifting
and body language. Nothing about this dog
conveys stability.
Dog "B": Ears are up and forward, eyes are
confident and will sweep through a group. When
this dog walks, his appearance is bold and
daring. Nothing phases him and his body
carriage says, “I’m cool and I know it." This dog
will easily challenge both human and animal and
is used to getting his or her own way.
Dog "C": Ears are flat against the head and the
eyes are almost wild looking. Even when lying
down, this dog is aware of every leaf and twig
that falls. A subtle movement causes this dog to
leap to his feet to sound an alarm. This dog will
pant heavily when in public (stressed) and may
lunge, snarl and growl at other dogs that it
encounters. When it arrives back in the car or at
home, it will breathe a sigh of relief and collapse
as if in exhaustion.
Dog "D": The ears hang flat and loosely. It
walks patiently, observes commotion and ignores
it. Eyes are confident and friendly. Body carriage
is relaxed and comfortable standing, lying down
or trotting. It will alert and assess, not reacting
unless necessary. This dog is confident and
unflappable. When viewing this dog, the words
steady and intelligent come to mind.

Dog "E": Everything about this dog is loose. It
snores through commotion, is very placid, and
seems to have to reach far into the depths to
summon enough energy to walk across the living
room. Toddlers falling over it or a dog fight in
the next room only elicit a loud groan and
stretch. Bump on a log are the words that
describe this dog. Animation is seen if a chip bag
rattles, or the food bowl is brought out.
Dog "F": This dog seems steady, body carriage
is relaxed, and the eyes do not have a soft
expression. It may stare or look right through
you. Something about this dog makes you a bit
uncomfortable and you find yourself keeping
distance between the dog and you. There is
nothing tangible that pinpoints your wariness of
this dog. It looks like a Newf and seems to act
like a Newf but for some reason you are
uncomfortable and yes, even a bit afraid.
These are just a few personalities we have
encountered in Newf class. Are they all Newf
like? Is this temperament or personality? Are
these learned behaviors or genetic? I honestly
don't know. What I do know is that 70-80
percent of the pup's personality comes from the
bitch. This makes sense if you think about the
time she spends with her litter and how she
reacts to sounds, adults, children, other animals
and human contact. The pups learn by watching
and imitating her reactions. There is nothing cute
about a puppy that growls when picked up and
held. Fearful, shy, confident, boisterous,
hardheaded and submissive. All of these
characteristics and more can be found in a litter.
Faulty temperaments can be viewed as early as
five or six weeks of age. Although the pup is
young, it will give glimpses to how it will act as
an adult. Based on their early observations, a
breeder is in the best position to evaluate the
litter and make sure the pups will go to homes
where the new owners will be aware of what
they may encounter as the pup grows. Although
personality traits can be enhanced or softened,
puppies with faulty temperaments should be
euthanized instead of placed in a home.
It has been said that years ago, Newfs didn't have
the amount of socializing and training that is
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now available, and they still acted like a Newf
should. This may be true, but years ago usually
only one person worked outside the household.
Behaviors that were questionable were not likely
to go unnoticed and were dealt with accordingly.

Sleeping Outside of the
Crate

As the pups grow, a good rule of thumb is to
expose the pup to everything you think it might
encounter as an adult. This should be done
BEFORE one year of age. The new owner
should attend a puppy class and then a basic
obedience class. This helps the pup learn how to
socialize with other dogs, other breeds, and
exposes them to the sights and sounds that go
along with riding in a car, traffic in parking lots,
doors slammed, the echoes in a building,
different flooring, general commotion, and being
handled by other people. This is also where the
dog owner will learn to correct unwanted
behaviors and learn to set boundaries and
limitations. These are all things that if the pup is
to be shown, will make him confident and take
these sights and sounds in stride. If the dog is to
be a pet, all the more reason for exposure.

It’s one of the big questions for most new puppy
owners: “when can my puppy sleep outside the
crate?”

Some of the dogs that we see have had no
consequences for their actions and easily
outthink their owners. I have also come across
dogs that act mentally challenged to get out of
doing an exercise or action.
The puppy owner needs to remember that first
and foremost their puppy is a dog. Unlike
smaller breeds, the window of opportunity for
training a Newfoundland, while he or she is
manageable, is small. As a giant breed, they
seem to grow literally overnight. Obnoxious
behavior that is excused in a small breed is an
accident waiting to happen when it occurs with a
dog the size of a Newf.
Some dogs that we encounter have missed that
golden window and still act very Newf-like.
Others have had minimal exposure and act like
other breeds. Although behaviors can be altered,
softened or enhanced, the key is not only
breeding sound-minded animals. The Newf
owner MUST take responsibility to socialize and
train their dog.

(Reprinted from NCA e-Notes September 2022)

It’s a moment to look forward to, for it means
your dog is housetrained and you no longer have
to get up at all hours of the night to take her
outside nor do you have to worry about cleaning
up those crate training “accidents.”
So, exactly when can your puppy sleep outside
her crate? Simple: when she’s ready. All humor
aside, there are multiple factors to consider. Your
dog’s breed is one. Larger breeds tend to mature
more slowly than smaller breeds, and so while
the general rule of thumb for dogs – a puppy can
“hold it” for one hour per month of age, meaning
a 6-month-old puppy should be able to go 6
hours before needing a bathroom break – is a
good starting point, this is only a general rule of
thumb. Some Newf puppies might indeed be able
to make it all night by the time they’re 6 months;
others may not be able to do so until they’re 9 or
10 months.
And while breed makes a difference, size
variations may also play a role, so each
individual dog will be different. Keep a close eye
on how regularly your puppy needs to go out,
slowly lengthening the time between bathroom
breaks as she gets older, and if she’s not having
accidents in her crate or the house, you’ll know
you’re on the right track.
Don’t rush the process, though; many trainers
recommend waiting a month or more after a
puppy has started going all night with no in-thecrate accidents before actually allowing the dog
to sleep outside the crate, just to avoid setbacks.
There’s something else to consider here besides
the bathroom-break issue, and that’s chewing.
Your puppy may be perfectly housetrained and
able to go 7 or 8 hours without needing to go
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outside, but if she is still engaging in
inappropriate chewing, the crate is the safest
place for her to be at night. Even when it appears
your dog is a candidate for “free sleeping,” some
dog owners and trainers recommend that a
puppy’s first few nights outside the create be in a
limited space (a puppy proofed bathroom, or
your bedroom) until the puppy has fully
demonstrated her ability to avoid getting into any
trouble.
Finally, remember that dogs are “den” animals,
and the crate –which of course should never be
used for punishment – is, for most dogs, a place
of safety and security. Many owners simply
leave crates freely accessible to dogs 24/7, and
many dogs happily take advantage, for their
entire lives, of that convenient and comfortingly
secure “den.”
Read More About Crate Training:
•
•
•
•

Gearing Up for Puppy - Crates
The Importance of Crate Training
Crate Training for Safety and Comfort
Sleeping Outside the Crate?

My Dog is Afraid of Nail
Trimmings
Posts by: Mychelle Blake, MSW, CDBC,
Lifestyle Contributor and Pet Behavior Expert
(Reprinted from Airpark Animal Hospital
September 2022 Newsletter)
Why are long dog nails a problem?
Fear of nail trims is a very common issue dog
guardians face, and the fear can range from a
mild dislike to outright terror, depending on the
dog. For some pet parents, the only way to trim a
dog’s nails is under anesthesia, which is certainly
not an option that works every week. Many give
up trying and just allow the dog’s nails to remain
long. While the frustration is understandable, this
option can lead to health drawbacks for dogs.
Overgrown nails affect a dog’s posture,

eventually leading to joint problems and arthritis.
They’re also more prone to splitting and
breaking in painful ways. Long nails are a
problem for humans as well. Dogs with longer
nails are more likely to destroy furniture and
other objects, unwittingly, as well as break
human skin when jumping up to say hello or
when playing.
Reducing stress when trimming your dog’s nails
If your dog is terrified of having nails trimmed,
what can you do? Here are some ideas:
Some dogs’ nails will stay at a healthy length if
they are exercised regularly on a rougher surface
such as concrete or pavement.
Another innovative idea is to create a filing
“board” which consists of a sheet of wood
covered with sandpaper. You teach your dog a
paw target behavior and then apply that behavior
to the board, so the dog effectively is filing down
his own nails as he paws the board.
Nail trim mats are basically door mats with a
rough surface that files the dog’s nails each time
he walks on the mat.
While these ideas can be helpful, a preferable
option is to be able to trim your dog’s nails
whenever you need to. An effective plan is to do
away with your nail clippers all together and
switch to a nail grinder. There are many benefits
to using a grinder. If you have larger dogs like I
do, clipping their nails is more difficult due to
the size and the nails often splinter and leave
jagged edges. Properly used, a grinder can make
the nails smoother and less likely to catch on
items. It’s also effective for dogs that have
simply developed such a strong conditioned fear
of the clippers that trying to desensitize them to
it will be frustrating for both of you. You can get
a grinder at most pet supply stores and even
some hardware stores carry models appropriate
for use with pet nails.
Getting your dog comfortable with a nail grinder
The next step is to develop a plan of action. Be
aware going in that this is a long process, and
you need to work with your dog’s level of
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comfort and stress. A good way to go about
tracking your progress is to make a chart that you
keep handy —maybe on your refrigerator door
with a magnet. Alternatively, you could use a
white board, or even just a document that you
keep handy on a computer, tablet or smart phone.
Step one: The first part of the process involves
getting your dog acclimated to having his feet
handled. In this step you will not be using the
grinder at all. Work in very small increments of
time. Touching your dog’s paws, moving your
fingers through his toes and eventually work out
to tapping a non-threatening object on the nails.
The object can be anything your dog does not
find scary and that has enough of a surface to
make some noise. Pair the touch and handling
with something positive, such as a really good
food treat, praise or something else your dog
really loves. Always keep an eye on your dog’s
body language during this time. If he is stressed,
stop immediately and move back a step.
Step two: Once your dog appears calm being
handled, add in the grinder without batteries. The
“without batteries” stipulation is very important
as you do not want it to turn on by accident. At
first you are simply going to have it around by
putting it near your dog’s food bowl. If the dog
appears upset, move it away until your dog is
fine in its presence. Slowly, over time, move it
closer to the bowl until the dog appears
uninterested in it. At this point, add in the
batteries and turn it on and off for a few seconds
during your dog’s meal. Again, work in very
small increments. You may only have it on for
three seconds — during your dog’s meals for
several days. Then five seconds (for a few days),
then seven, and so on.
Step three: When you can turn the grinder on
and off with no apparent stress signals from your
dog, regardless of the time it’s on, move to the
next step. Begin using the grinder, without
batteries, as the tapping object on the dog’s nails.
Tap the grinder to one nail, treat, and then stop.
Repeat with the next nail the next day, treat and
stop. When you can touch all your dog’s nails on
any given day and the dog shows no stress, you
can begin touching more than one nail per day.

Step four: Now put the batteries back in the
grinder and begin touching it— while it is off—
to the dog’s nails. Tap the nail twice, then turn
the grinder on and touch the nail. Do this for
only a few seconds, treat, turn the grinder off, tap
twice, and then stop. Repeat the next day for the
next nail, and so on. Once you can do this with
any nail and a calm dog, you can move up to
holding the grinder for longer periods of time.
If you think this sounds like a long process,
you’re right, but working through the fear of
having nails trimmed is a daunting process for
your dog and you always need to move at the
pace your dog is comfortable with. Go too fast
and you may find that your dog develops an
intense negative emotional reaction to the
grinder, and that’s absolutely what you do not
want. Associate Applied Animal Behaviorist,
Katenna Jones ScM, ACAAB, CCBC, CDBC,
CPDT-KA told me, “We get greedy and want to
do it all in one day. It’s natural to think if you’ve
gotten one nail done, let’s move on and do the
next one. Don’t! If you move too fast, you will
have to move back a few steps in your process
until your dog is comfortable again to move on.”
If you feel you need more help with this process,
don’t hesitate to work with a qualified behavior
professional. Visit the American College of
Veterinary Behaviorists, the Animal Behavior
Society, and the IAABC to find a professional
near you. Your dog will thank you for it!
If you have any questions or concerns, you should always
visit or call your veterinarian – they are your best
resource to ensure the health and well-being of your pets.

What to Expect During Your
Pet’s Annual Exam
(Reprinted from
https://www.pethealthnetwork.com/pettests)
Routine wellness visits are a great way to help
your pet live a healthy life for as long as
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possible. These visits can also help to catch
potential health issues earlier and may help you
avoid additional costs associated with treatments
if disease goes undetected.
A typical wellness visit might include:
A physical exam
Veterinarians look for changes in your pet’s
teeth, weight, joints, skin, and ears. These
changes may be signs of illness.
Diagnostic screening tests
Veterinarians check your pet’s internal health.
These results help to manage and track your
pet’s overall health.
A review of results
Veterinarians look for changes in results from
year-to-year. Changes can act as early warning
signs of health problems.

If the thyroid glands aren’t releasing the right
number of hormones, your pet’s metabolism
could be affected.
BLOOD
A complete blood count (CBC) tells us if your
pet is fighting an infection or has some bleeding
problems. A blood test can also find diseases
spread by ticks and mosquitoes.
URINE
Urine tests tell us if your pet has problems like
infection or stones in the kidneys or bladder.
They can also tell us about some cancers.
FECES
Fecal antigen testing tells us if your pet has
parasites, such as worms. Other types of fecal
tests may miss these common causes of intestinal
infections, which can cause problems in people,
too.
*Symmetric dimethylarginine.

WHAT WE LOOK AT DURING A VISIT
AND WHY

Infection or disease can make it difficult for your
pet’s heart and lungs to deliver enough oxygenrich blood to the body.
LIVER
Your pet’s liver may have trouble managing
proteins, fat, digestion, and waste. These
problems could be caused by disease, a blockage
or even medication.
PANCREAS AND INTESTINE
Problems with these digestive organs may be due
to an inflamed pancreas, diabetes, or some types
of cancers.
KIDNEYS
SDMA* testing detects kidney disease earlier
than other types of kidney tests.1,2 Results also
reflect other diseases your pet may have that
affect the kidneys.3
THYROID

Schedule your pet’s next wellness visit today!

Bloat (or GDV) in Dogs: What
Is it and How Is it Treated?
by Dr. Jeff Grognet | Sep 21, 2021 | 4 Minutes
(Reprinted from https://www.akc.org/expertadvice/health/bloat-in-dogs/)
If you believe your dog is suffering from
symptoms of bloat, call your vet or emergency
vet immediately.
I hate this disease. When I first started as a vet,
we gave a dog with bloat a 50-50 chance if he
could walk into the hospital. Many were too
weak and had to be carried in. They often died.
Now, 30 years later, bloat still kills about 30
percent of the dogs it affects, even after
extremely intensive treatment.
I hope you never see this disease in your dog, but
learning about what it is, why it happens, and
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how it’s treated may help your dog fall into the
percentage of dogs that survive. Read on for
common questions about bloat and new
perspectives on prevention.
What Is Bloat in Dogs?
Bloat, also known as gastric dilatation-volvulus
(GDV) complex, is a medical and surgical
emergency.
As the stomach fills with air, pressure builds,
stopping blood from the hind legs and abdomen
from returning to the heart. Blood pools at the
back end of the body, reducing the working
blood volume and sending the dog into shock.
If this isn’t enough, there is yet another scary
thing that happens, and it is devastating to see.
As the stomach flips, it drags the spleen and
pancreas along with it, cutting off the blood
flow. The oxygen-starved pancreas produces
some very toxic hormones. One, in particular,
targets the heart and stops it cold. In fact, a dog
can go through successful treatment and seem to
be out of danger, when suddenly the heart stops.
Even in the mildest case of bloat, which is
extremely rare, dogs die without treatment.
What Are the Signs of Bloat in Dogs?
•
•
•
•
•

An enlargement of the dog’s abdomen
Retching
Salivation
Restlessness
An affected dog will feel pain and might
whine if you press on his belly

Without treatment, in only an hour or two, your
dog will likely go into shock. The heart rate will
rise, and the pulse will get weaker, leading to
death.
Why Do Dogs Bloat?
This question has perplexed veterinarians since
they first identified the disease. We know air
accumulates in the stomach (dilatation), and the
stomach twists (the volvulus part). We don’t

know if the air builds up and causes the twist, or
if the stomach twists and then the air builds up.
How Is Bloat Treated?
Veterinarians start by treating the shock. Once
the dog is stable, he’s taken into surgery. We do
two procedures. One is to deflate the stomach
and turn it back to its correct position. If the
stomach wall is damaged, that piece is removed.
Second, because up to 90 percent of affected
dogs will have this condition again, we tack the
stomach to the abdominal wall (a procedure
called a gastropexy) to prevent it from twisting.
How Can Bloat Be Prevented?
For years, veterinarians have been looking for
ways to prevent bloat. If you search on the
Internet, you will find a host of suggestions, but
much of it is folklore. We have to look at what is
scientifically proven and implement those
strategies.
Risk of bloat is correlated to chest conformation.
Dogs with a deep, narrow chest — very tall,
rather than wide — suffer the most often from
bloat. Great Danes, who have a high height-towidth ratio, are five-to-eight times more likely to
bloat than dogs with a low height-to-width ratio.
In addition to Great Danes, large- or giant-breed
dogs at greatest risk include St. Bernard’s,
Weimaraner’s, Irish Setters and Gordon Setters,
Standard Poodles, and Doberman Pinschers.
Males are twice as likely to bloat as females.
Neutering or spaying has no effect on risk.
If a dog has relatives (parents, siblings, or
offspring) who have suffered from bloat, there is
a higher chance he will develop bloat. These
dogs should not be used for breeding.
Certain dietary ingredients have been blamed
over the years, but the data is inconclusive. This
is because most large-breed dogs are fed a
cereal-based diet, so making a statement that
those diets are to blame is difficult. However, we
do know that foods containing soybean meal or
having oils or fats in the first four ingredients
increase the risk by fourfold.
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Over the years, I have seen studies that show that
food bowls on the floor cause more cases of
bloat, but a few years later this was debunked,
and elevated food bowls are now known to be
just as much of a risk. With these conflicting
results, a solid recommendation can’t be made.
Dogs fed one meal a day are twice as likely to
bloat as those fed two meals a day. Rate of eating
is also a contributor. Fast eaters have five times
the risk than dogs that are slow eaters. Using
slow feeder bowls with fingers (or center posts)
or putting large rocks in the bowl slows dogs
down physically, but it’s also important to
address the anxiety that comes with feeding
around other dogs, because that can be a risk
factor. Stressed dogs and those that are
hyperactive are more likely to bloat. Separating
dogs at feeding times may help reduce anxiety
and stress surrounding food. Unhappy or fearful
dogs are twice as likely to bloat as those that are
happy.
A recent trend is to perform a preventive surgical
gastropexy on an at-risk dog. Often performed
when a dog is sterilized, some veterinarians now
do this procedure laparoscopically to reduce the
invasiveness. Unfortunately, the hardest part is
determining which dogs are at a high enough risk
to warrant this surgery. It could be said that all
the above-mentioned breeds should have this
surgery performed. We just don’t know if it is
cost-effective. Consult with your veterinarian
about this option.
We can’t prevent all cases of bloat, but by
implementing some of the above techniques, you
may be able to reduce your dog’s risk. If your
dog shows signs of bloat, take him to a
veterinarian or an emergency pet clinic
immediately.

Take, Hold, Give
by Deanna Alko
(Reprinted from Working Dog News, 1st Qr
2022)
Every new season of water work, I marvel and
delight as friends, old and new, gather every
weekend, rain or shine, with pups, brand
spankin’ or well-seasoned, to the water’s edge.
They come with paraphernalia of all shapes and
sizes for both them and their best mates. There is
always a community table heaped with treats for
all and to whatever purpose needed.
We are fulfilling the first cardinal principle of
water work, TAKE, taking the opportunity!
Which evolves into a fusion of energy: human
and canine (the occasional feline) enveloped in
nature, under the sun and clouds frolicking in the
aqueous medium of bodies of water and for once
not just drool. OH, HAPPY DAY! We are
collectively, laughing, crying, hugging, licking,
petting, praising, learning, teaching, redefining,
and clarifying. We are loving every minute of it!
We are fulfilling the second cardinal principle of
water work, HOLD, holding the bonds sacred!
As the weeks roll on, we suddenly find ourselves
engrossed in the preparations of conducting and
participating in water trials, near and far, with
our best mates by our sides. Individuals
generously submit themselves to volunteer for a
host of duties and roles. The collective embraces
an endeavor that is grander and nourishing to the
spirit unlike any other. We give our all to be sure
everyone has the best experience possible. There
is cheering, rejoicing, comforting and copious
amounts of licking and petting. As a result, like
the sun reflecting off the ripples of water, every
dog sparkles and shines!
We are fulfilling the third cardinal principle of
water work, GIVE, giving praise and love
liberally!
So, get out there, train that retrieve. It will take
you and your best mate on the greatest journey!
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Draft Work

Historic Newfoundland

(Reprinted from
https://www.ncadogs.org/draft.html)

(Reprinted from NCA e-Notes October 2022)

What is draft work?
The Newfoundland Club of America Draft Tests
are a series of exercises designed to develop and
demonstrate the natural abilities of purebred
Newfoundland
dogs. While
working in a
land-work
capacity
involving
hauling, the dog
and handler
must
demonstrate teamwork skills. The Newfoundland
has historically functioned as a draft dog in
various capacities, and the performance of these
exercises is intended to demonstrate skills
resulting both from natural ability and training
that are applicable to realistic work situations.

Union Cemetery, listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and noted as one of the most
beautiful in the country, is the final resting place
of the grandparents of Woodrow Wilson and the
family of Edwin M. Stanton, Lincoln’s Secretary
of War. Some of the unique attractions at Union
Cemetery include the Old Stone Chapel built in
1892; the Old Stone Bridge built about 1880,
which still carries traffic from the main road; and
the Dog Marker, which marks the grave of John
Boillin, who was employed as a molder at the
Means Foundry until he was blinded by an
accident. A stray dog adopted him and became
his seeing-eye dog. After Boillin’s death, the dog
would neither eat nor drink and soon grieved
itself to death. His fellow molders cast the metal
dog at the Foundry to be placed on Mr. Boillin’s
grave.

Dogs must be willing to work with their handlers
and the exercises must be accomplished
efficiently. The goal of each handler is to
maintain control while encouraging his dogs'
natural independence; together, they demonstrate
teamwork. Since a dog can perform draft work
only in cooperation with a person, each handler
must demonstrate an understanding of draft work
with the dog's ability, training, and equipment.
The Newfoundland Club of America Draft Test
Regulations is a set of standards by which
handlers and Newfoundland’s are judged at a
Newfoundland Club of America sponsored draft
test. The Regulations are not a guide on how to
train for draft work nor a definition of draft
work.

"Letting Your Dog Bloom"
by Sue Putt
(Reprinted from NCA e-Notes October 2022)
Hello, my name is Sue Putt. I’m your new chair
for the Companion Newf Committee. I have
been owned and loved by five Newfoundland’s.
They’ve brought valued friends into my life,
have forced me to step outside my comfort zone
and taught me about unconditional love.
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Currently, we share our home with three of them.
Glory is retired, enjoying life as a senior and has
taught me to stop and smell the roses. Henry is
my anchor and reminds me daily why I love this
breed so much. Truman is the puppy, a
masterpiece in the making, and brings me a smile
each day.
I’ve introduced different venues appropriate for a
Newfoundland to each of my dogs. During this
time of exploration and training, my dogs have
surprised me with some of their own talents.

Shortly later, the boy said, “OK, I’ll come over
and have my picture taken but that dog can’t
look at me.” I nodded my head in agreement to
the boy’s request and put Henry in a sit. The boy
came over and sat behind Henry with his back
facing Henry’s back. Pictures were taken and the
boy was praised for his bravery. While this was
taking place, Henry sat still, facing forward.
Slowly, the boy reached behind him with his
hand outstretched. With eyes tightly shut he
started patting Henry’s back. Henry sat still, not
even turning to see who was patting him.

This story is about Henry, my little Landseer
who has accomplished so much in his short life.
Many of you
know of Henry
by his
magnificent
jumps at
various water
tests but there
is another
thoughtful side
of Henry. I will
share with you
how I
discovered this
side of Henry
and let that
bloom into
something very
rewarding.

During the hush that followed this exchange, I
realized my hard-working young Landseer knew
what this boy needed without instruction from
me. I was determined to explore this further.

While competing at a water test with Henry, I
noticed a group of young male teens
accompanied by several counselors. They had
been invited to watch the Newfies in the water.
One of the counselors asked me if I would bring
my dog over to visit with the boys.

The interview at the hospital took place in a
secure room accessed by ringing a doorbell and
having someone from inside unlock the door.

Henry had just earned his WRD title, so we were
able to relax and visit with the group. We were
quickly surrounded by an admiring group of
boys. While cameras were clicking and questions
were answered, I noticed one boy standing off by
himself. One of the counselors kept encouraging
him to join us but the boy kept shaking his head
no, fearfully watching Henry.

About a year later, Henry and I had an
opportunity to interview for the position of a pet
therapy team at our local hospital. My friend and
her dog were a team but had to retire due to his
advancing age. She was impressed with how
calm Henry was in her shop—so with my
permission, she put in a good word for Henry
and me.
Henry passed his health exam and received the
required letter of recommendation from his vet.
She wrote about Henry’s willingness to have a
class of visiting preschoolers sit in during his
exam while he had his blood drawn and his ears
checked.

Our interview was with a group of seven people.
A couple of them were eating an early lunch.
Henry ignored the food. A few of them arrived
late which meant they had to ring the doorbell
for access into the room. One of them came
hobbling in on crutches. Henry showed no
concern with the ringing doorbell, the
newcomers, or the crutches.
After the initial interview, our next task was a
walk around the hospital for a meet and greet
with visitors. We were trailed by an observer
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who watched as we managed ourselves with the
growing crowd of people fascinated with the big
white and black dog.

staff includes a dog in the treatment plan…a big
white and black dog.

Upon returning to the interview room, we were
congratulated on becoming the newest doghandler team. I
didn’t realize what
an accomplishment
this was until I was
told the hospital
receives over 200
applications a year
for this volunteer
position. The
hospital maintains
15 dog handler
teams that they hand
pick and are very
proud of.

Dogs can smell when you’re
stressed and feeling
down: study

I have a uniform and we both have picture ID
badges that we must wear when doing our work.
Trading cards were made up with Henry’s
picture and his vital statistics. These are very
popular with the young patients who like to
collect them from all the pet therapy teams.
Henry and I are assigned to the Ortho Surgery
Unit floor. Henry maneuvers very gracefully
around walkers, wheelchairs and gurneys to
bring smiles to patients and the staff. We
occasionally get email requests for visits in other
areas of the hospital. Henry has adapted
effortlessly to many different kinds of hospital
equipment and hospital noises. In addition to the
main hospital, we are also assigned to the
Pediatric Rehab center, an off-campus facility.
Our patients are young and many of them have
extreme physical challenges. Henry helps the
kids forget about how much it hurts to stretch
some of those muscles by letting them hug him,
doing tricks for them or simply walking next to
them while they are maneuvering a hallway with
a walker, wheelchair or specially made bicycle.
Henry is now classified as an animal assisted
therapy dog at the Pediatric Rehab Center. When
writing up a protocol for their young patients, the

By Brooke Steinberg, September 29,
2022
(Reprinted from NYPost)
Scientists got four dogs to sniff
samples of bodily fluids from stressed
and relaxed people. Queen’s
University Belfast
A dog knows when its human is
feeling “ruff.”
Turns out there’s a scientific reason that your
dog appears for a cuddle at just the right
moment.
A new study published in PLOS One suggests
that dogs are able to smell when humans are
stressed or feeling sad, by detecting a chemical
change in breath and sweat.
It’s known that animals can usually
communicate with others within their species
through odors and chemical signals emitted
through the body, but researchers at Queen’s
University Belfast were curious if pups could
detect their owner’s state of mind through more
than just visual cues.
Scientists got four dogs — Treo, Fingal, Soot
and Winnie — to help them with their first-ofits-kind study, by sniffing samples of bodily
fluids from stressed and relaxed people.
The dogs were quickly able to correctly inform
the researchers which sample was the stressed
sample 93.8% of the time.
The furry friends were trained on how to search a
scent lineup and alert researchers which sample
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was the right one. Sweat and breath samples
were taken from 36 people before and after they
completed a difficult math problem, taken about
four minutes apart. Blood pressure and heart rate
were also measured before and after the math
problem, while participants self-reported their
levels of stress.
The dogs — who were all different breeds and
mixes — were exposed to the stressed and
relaxed samples of the participants, and asked to
identify the participant’s stressed sample, while
the same person’s relaxed sample was included
in the lineup.
Up to this point, scientists were unsure if there
was an odor associated with stress.
But the researcher’s test proved their thoughts to
be true. The dogs were quickly able to correctly
inform the researchers which sample was the
stressed sample 93.8% of the time.

in anxiety and post-traumatic stress and make
them aware when their owner might need a good
cuddle.
Wilson said the study “helps to shed more light
on the human-dog relationship and adds to our
understanding of how dogs may interpret and
interact with human psychological states.”
Scientists got four dogs — Treo, Fingal, Soot
and Winnie — to participate in the study.
Treo’s owners were “delighted” that their 2-yearold cocker spaniel got to participate in the study,
especially because the good boy “thrives on
sniffing.”
“We believe this study really developed Treo’s
ability to sense a change in emotion at home,”
said Helen Parks, Treo’s owner. “The study
reinforced for us that dogs are highly sensitive
and intuitive animals and there is immense value
in using what they do best – sniffing.”

The findings can be used to help train service
and therapy dogs, especially those that specialize
in anxiety and post-traumatic stress.
Scientists concluded that the dogs could detect
the odor change that is made when humans are
stressed, which is thought to be because
psychological stress triggers a physiological
response that alters the odor of human breath and
sweat.
“The findings show that we, as humans, produce
different smells through our sweat and breath
when we are stressed and dogs can tell this apart
from our smell when relaxed — even if it is
someone they do not know,” Ph.D. student Clara
Wilson said.
“The research highlights that dogs do not need
visual or audio cues to pick up on human stress.”
Scientists concluded that the dogs could detect
the odor change that is made when humans are
stressed.

The Newfoundland
Breed and Health Information

Check out CNC Working Dog
Resources.

Working Dog News
Keep up with all the latest information on
working with your working dog. Subscribe to
Work Dog News.

Newfoundland Dog Anatomy Quiz

The findings can be used to help train service
and therapy dogs, especially those that specialize
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CNC/CNR
FALL
PICNIC
by Donna McConn

This year’s fall 2022 picnic
was a joint venture with
the club and rescue.
Michele Cross chaired the
event with a little help
from me. Thank you,
Michele! You did a great
job! The picnic was
October 1st at Quiet
Waters Park in Annapolis,
MD. Despite the threat of
bad weather, we ended up
with about 65 people and
many Newfoundlands!
The end of Hurricane Ian’s rains came through Maryland, but we lucked out and only had
about 15 minutes of rain during the entire event.
We had catered BBQ and many shared deserts that people brought. The leftover food was
delivered to the Baltimore City Fire Department and was greatly appreciated. After every
event any leftover food is taken to first responders.
Jeanie Marshall did CGC testing, and we had 7 out of 8 dogs pass the test. A big thanks to
Jeanie for doing this. She donated her fee to CNR.
This was our 3rd combined CNC/CNR picnic. We hope to continue sharing the picnics in the
future.
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LEAVES, NEWFS &
AUTOMOBILES
AKA The Secret Life of Zazu
by Brad Cole

Tips

I travel frequently to the NC mountains with my Newfoundland, Zazu.
Previously, we had taken a trip there during the peak of summer
weather. The air conditioning in the car quit during that trip so we
ended up at the Volvo dealer in Hickory, NC to get a temporary fix.
The Volvo dealer ended up having to order an evaporator, something
that takes two days to put in my model Volvo.
The parts for the car took over one month to arrive at the Volvo
dealer, but they arrived in time for Zazu and my annual trip to Banner
Elk, North Carolina for fall foliage. Zazu and I left Williamsburg, VA on
October 15, 2022 to catch some fall foliage and to get my air
conditioning permanently fixed. We ended up having an interesting
trip to say the least Zazu and I arrived at our hotel in Banner Elk and settled in. A few hours later, I get
a call from the front desk, asking how we were. As many of you know, I have profound hearing
problems and wear hearing aids. I could barely hear the front desk lady on the phone. It took me a
while to realize what was going on, but finally told her that we were doing well, but that I was having
trouble hearing on the phone. I went out for a drive a while later and came back to find a Banner Elk
policeman at the door to my room. He asked if I was okay and I responded positively. He then
mentioned that the front desk was worried about me because I couldn’t hear when they called. I
then pulled out my hearing aids, showed them to the officer and said “that’s because I’m deaf.” The
officer just barely restrained his laughter and the front desk lady who was with him buried her face
in her hands.
Fortunately, the rest of the trip went more smoothly. Zazu and I spent Sunday looking at Fall foliage
and decompressing from the trip. I discovered that Zazu could be safely left in the room for an hour
or so when I went to church. She seemed to enjoy sleeping in the bathtub in the room when I went
somewhere. We were having a nice time.
Monday saw us drive to Hickory to drop the car off at the Volvo dealership. We ended up with a
Chevrolet Equinox as a rental car. Zazu didn’t seem to like it as well as the Volvo, as she would try
bolting out the driver’s door whenever I opened the Chevy’s door.
We spent the next few days enjoying the fall foliage. The weather happened to turn cold during
these few days and we ended up having ice on the trees that were changing! It made for some
interesting pictures! Zazu and I took some nice walks around a local lake during this time as well.
Zazu and I picked up our car on Wednesday and continued to enjoy the mountain scenery in “Zazu’s”
car for the next few days. Unfortunately, we had to leave to go home on Friday. In short, we had an
interesting trip even if it WAS hectic.
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Newfies on the Mall
National Mall, Washington, DC
Saturday, 10.29.2022
by Paul Katinas, Event Chair

On a spectacular October day in Washington, DC, the
Colonial Newfoundland Club hosted its second annual
Newfies on the Mall event. We met at the Tidal Basin
parking lot; the sun was shining, and gorgeous colors of
leaves against a brilliant blue sky! There were lots of
familiar faces, both human and canine, as well as several
new Newfie friends. Altogether, there were about 20
Newfs and 35 people.
We began our stroll heading towards the Lincoln
Memorial, with beautiful fall colors all around. At the
Memorial, we had our first rest stop and photo
opportunity. As always, the dogs attract attention from
tourists and locals alike! It was Halloween weekend, so
many people asked if we had dressed our dogs as bears.
We continued our walk along the reflecting pool,
heading towards the World War II Memorial, with its
gorgeous waterfalls and columns. The Newfies, with
their noble and dignified appearance, were right at
home! Then on to the Washington Monument where the
group lingered over the incredible views.
We ended our morning at a private picnic spot, where
everyone enjoyed sandwiches and drinks provided by
Paul Katinas, Event Chair.

We are already thinking

about our stroll in 2023! We are looking forward to
seeing old and Newf friends alike!
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NEWFIES ON THE MALL
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CNC 2022 Water Test Qualifers and Judges
Pictured (L to R): Christie Smith and Spinnaker (WD req.); Scott Dickensheets and Cosmo (WRD); Deanna Alko and
Banner (WRD req.); Judge Bethany Karger; Judge Lynda Dunn; Dru Kappe and Codak (WRD req.); MacKenzie Kappe
and Nova (All Breed. WD and WRD). (Photo: Carrie Joneckis)

Percy to the rescue
(Photo: John Caldwell)

2022

CNC
WATER
TEST

Dru and Codak after successful WRD requal
(Photo: Carrie Joneckis)

Codorus State Park
8.26-28.2022
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Christie and Spinnaker
(Photo: John Caldwell)

Banner life ring rescue of Michele
Miller (Photo: Carrie Joneckis)

MacKenzie sending Nova to retrieve the
paddle in All Breed (Photo: John Caldwell)
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Scott Dickensheets sending Cosmo for the paddle
with Dwight rowing. (Photo: John Caldwell)

Dwight and Taco (Photo: John Caldwell)

Remi retrieving the jacket for Gordon
(Photo: John Caldwell)
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CNC Victory Tunnel readying to celebrate Christie and Spinnaker's WD Requal
(Photo: John Caldwell)

Paul Katinas accepting the bumper from Bailey
(Photo: John Caldwell)

Michele Calling
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Melanie training with Kizzie. Scott rowing. (Photo: John Caldwell)
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Christie Smith and our judges Lynda Dunn
and Bethany Karger (Photo: Carrie Joneckis)

Gordon dropping the boat cushion.
(Photo: Carrie Joneckis)
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2022
Upcoming CNC Events

11-13

14-15

Maryland Irish Festival
State Fairgrounds
Timonium, MD

Greg Strong Breed Handling
Seminar
Dude Ranch Pet Resort
Glen Allen, VA

NOVEMBER

JANUARY 2023

18-20

NOVEMBER

CNC Draft Test
Gunston Hall, Lorton, VA
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NOVEMBER

18

FAST PASTA
AND SAUSAGE
NCA National Specialty Show
Bavarian Inn Lodge
Heritage Park
Frankenmuth, Michigan
April 29 – May 4, 2019

Bees & Trees Farm - Tree Pull
Elkwood, VA

3

DECEMBER

Scottish Christmas Walk
Old Town Alexandria

10

DECEMBER

CNC Annual Meeting
The Branch Bowling Alley
Leesburg, VA AND Leesburg
Holiday and Christmas Parade
Photo by Sandra Stultz
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GREG STRONG
Breed Handling Seminar

Jan.
14 &
2021 15,

The Dude Ranch Pet Resort
11015 Dude Ranch Road, Glen Allen, VA 23059

***Only Fifteen Points to Go!!!***
Hoping to handle your dog to a first time championship? Looking to become
competitive at the group or best in show level?

This is the seminar for YOU!
Greg Strong is a national recognized professional handler with the ability to teach
FOCUS ON
FOLLOWING
TOPICS:
•

Defining the term
“Handling”

•

Starting your first dog

•

The makings of a great
show dog

•

Techniques for competing with the professionals

•

Building confidence for
you and your dog

•

Psychology and philosophy in training your dog

•

Building a winning
partnership with your
dog

•

Overall presentation of
a show dog

This information
packed seminar will
cover all aspects of
showing a dog. Beginner
and intermediate handlers will greatly benefit from Greg’s vast
knowledge of the show
dog world while seasoned exhibitors can
gain valuable insight
into the finer points of
handling that spell the
difference between a
breed win and Best In
Show!

Working participants are encouraged to bring well socialized dogs to the seminar,
however all dogs are welcome
(even puppies!).
Need an experienced show
dog to work with? There are
a limited number of mature
champions you can borrow.
Note this request on your
seminar registration form.

Greg & Fairchild at Eukanuba
with a Group 1 win.

SPACE IS
LIMITED!
Greg & Action at Louisville, KY
with a Best in Specialty win.

Working Participant
TWO DAYS ……………......…$275
Junior handler (<18 yrs.)...$200



Name ____________________________________
Address__________________________________
City ________________State _____Zip_________
Phone (home, work or cell) _____________________
Email ____________________________________
___ Dog handler team ____audit (non-dog)
Breed of Dog ______________________________

 Audit Participant
TWO DAYS …………………….…$150
Junior handler (<18 yrs.)…..$ 80
Sponsored by: Colonial Newfoundland Club

Info & Questions? Text please— 703-401-6887

Make checks payable to: Colonial Newfoundland Club

Snacks and Lunch Provided
Mail this form and check to:
Rose Miller Secretary

There are a maximum of 25
working spots available, and
50 audit (watch and learn, no
dog) spots.
This seminar will take place
over two days, 9am-4pm each
Request for refunds will be granted,
up to Dec.30, if there is a wait list.
No refunds granted after Jan 7,
2023 or if there is not a wait list.
In case of weather emergencies, the
seminar will be rescheduled. Refunds will not be made in case seminar cannot be held by reasons of
riots, civil disturbances, fire, acts of
God, public emergency, or any other
cause beyond the control of the
Colonial Newfoundland Club, however
every attempt to reasonably reschedule will be made (but not guaranteed).
In the unlikely event of less than 15
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COLONIAL NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB

BEAR FARE
Photo by Sandra Stultz

INFO

Bear Fare is the quarterly newsletter for Colonial
Newfoundland Club members.
This is your newsletter - so your input is always
appreciated. We encourage all members to submit
articles/brags/news to make the Bear Fare interesting. We
can accept virtually all formats from word processors &
graphics packages. The easiest way to get us the
information is via email.
Newf Scoops is FREE & cover wins, places, obedience
legs, etc., at shows & trials. New Champions & Title holding
Newfs will also be announced here.
Baby Bear Boom cost $5 (payable to Colonial Newfoundland
Club) & is an advertisement section for breeders to
announce expected or new litters.
Advertising: Acceptable paid advertising will be included as
space permits. Ads will be placed at the discretion of the
editors. The advertising rate for CNC members is $20 for a
full page and $10 for a half page. Checks payable to Colonial
Newfoundland Club.
BEAR FARE Newsletter: Dates for all submissions published
in Bear Fare are the LAST DAY of April (Spring Issue), July
(Summer Issue), October (Fall Issue) and January (Winter
Issue).
The newsletter will become available on or about the 15th
of May, August, November and February and is a “.pdf.” file
that is accessible via the www.cncnewfs.com website.

SUBMISSIONS TO THE
WINTER ISSUE OF
THE BEAR FARE
NEWSLETTER ARE
DUE JANUARY 31, 2023.

Bear Fare Editor: Brenda McKeel
Email: bearfare@gmail.com
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